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of being temperamentally more French than German, he
seeks in his book, Deutsche Politik^ to emphasise his
Prussianism on every page and in every line, and in this his
deep knowledge of German literature and German, par-
ticularly Prussian, history, which is always ready to his hand,
stands him in good stead.
And Billow, rather smooth than strong, rather diplomat
than statesman—always solicitous for the good name of the
nation—contented himself with writing his own apologia
and avoided any open or forceful criticism of his successor,
who was weak enough to confine himself to carrying out the
policy of his egoistical Emperor. Billow could never bring
himself to act as accuser or opponent of his rivals in
Germany.
Whe& the war, which he had not been in a position to
prevent, had broken out, he tried, much too late, at least to
co-operate in averting Italy's entry into the general struggle
which was to bring the downfall of Germany. He went to
the Villa Malta doubtful of success, but filled with the noblest
patriotic resolve. His attempt was fated to fail. Too many
others had queered his pitch. In Austria he was accused of
having broken faith by making an offer to Italy at Austria's
expense. The truth was quite otherwise. He had always
dung much too closely to the doomed Hapsburgs.
Germany's loyalty (Nibelungmtreue) ? It was a loyalty
based rather on sentimentality than sound policy. Germany
entered the World War allied with two of the least reliable
Powers in the world.
That was one side of the medal.
Billow's firm adherence in many respects to the great
inheritance Bismarck had bequeathed him went, however,
side by side with neglect of that prudence and shrewdness
which distinguished the first Chancellor. The third German
Emperor was moreover the exact converse of his grand-
father who, modest in good fortune and never disregarding
prudence and shrewdness, always accepted the counsel ^of his
great minister when he saw him to be right. He did not
embark on war against France until he was sure of Russia's
benevolent neutrality, and therewith the forced neutrality of
Austria-Hungary and Italy. Forty years later Germany was
to venture into war against the whole world without having

